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For Herb Klitzner, computer scientist and infor-
mal aftist, music provides the continui| in his
life. Since 1994, he has been designing and
sharing what he calls "expressive" compiled
music tapes and CDs. Klitzner's early life ex-
periences laid the foundation for his present
creative compositions. Growing up in Kalama'
zoo, Michigan in the 1940s and early 50s, he

loved to hear his grandfather, a gifted baritone
and a rabbi, singing the cantor's role in a small
synagogue. After he moved to Chicago as a
teenager, music continued to be ever-presentr
including in his own choral singing for many
years with the Chicago Halevi Choir. Klizner
now lives and works in New York, and music is
still at the heart of his existence. Beginning in
1994, he has designed 100 musical compila-
tions (50-80 min. each) that he shares erten-
sively with friends and new acquaintances
(including friends he's made across the globe
via the Internet). These musical creations cover
an incredible range of themes, from the signifi-
cance of DNA to managing personal clutter,
He has also created compilations on emotionally
difficult subjects - the Holocaust, the invasion
of Normandy, the death of an old friend, and,
most recently, the attack on the World Trade

Center (see article Beginning on back page).

Using associative techniques and metaphors, he
sometimes creates layered musical portraits of
individuals. Among these is a memorial portrait
of his mother, one about musician Charles Min-
gusl one of his son at age ten (using, among
other things, Finnish village brass music) and
one of an old friend and fellow Halevi singer
who was then dying of cancer. The people with
whom he shares his compilations are changed
by the experiencet as is Herb himself. Herb
Klitzner considers each creation "a journeyi
and he speaks eloquently of the voyage.

"Some people run marathons", says Herb
Klitzner, "I head out on tape journeys and
adventures. People often say that I bring the
listener on a journey, a changing set of musi-
cal landscapes and emotions from every cor-
ner of our civilization's collected listening tra-
ditions and subcultures. But in a deeper
sense, it turns out to be me, the designer,
who takes the journey, searching out the
right paths for the current project."

"My tapes typically draw from classical, pop,
rock, folk, show music, spiritual, and reli-
gious music of various kinds, and many other

- Continued on page 2

WHAT'S SO IMPORTANT ABOUT THE INFORMAL ARTS?
CCAP STUDY FINDINGS ARE PROVIDING SOME ANSWERS

Are the informal arts valuable cultural re-

sources? The informal arts (as distinguished
from the traditional non-profit and commer-
cial arts) comprise a broad landscape that
covers everything from acting in community
theater or singing in a church choir, to writ-
ing poetry at the local library or painting
poftraits in a home studio. Do the informal
afts represent assets for social capacity-
building that contribute to the health of our
communities and city? Do informal arts ac-
tivities benefit the non-profit and commercial
"cultural economy"? Do they offer weighty

- Continued on page 3
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FOR OTHERS THROUGH
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Transforming Experiences Throug h Shared Music...continued rrom p I

styles as well. Every month I discover
new styles from friends and from "new
sounds" Wpes of radio shows, such as
on WNYC in New York, where I live. My
music is deliberately highly eclectic, so
that ideally every listener feels at home
with some selection or selections, but
gets to experience something unfamil-
iar as well. The selections are like
beads on a necklace, and take on
greater value and interest because they
help to make a unique whole."

"I especially like learning about, and
then incorporating, various specialized
traditions and techniques within the
broad genres, such as. experimental
electronic instruments, world folk in-
struments, Sufi chant, Mississippi Delta
blues-rock, even march music. My
mood wanders widely over the musical
horizon, and I'm always combining at
Ieast two very different styles, for bal-
ance and to make some kind of the-
matic point. The sound style is discon-
tinuous, but the action is integrated,
and the drama moves forward."

"I also like material rooted in certain
important times -- 1900 classical piano
(World of Edvard Grieg), 1930s (New
York jazz clubs), 1950s (female pop
and novelty vocals), 1970s (Pink
Floyd), and contemporary times, such
as Robeft Fripp's worldwide guitar en-
semble experiments of the past dec-
ade, and Tan Dun's 1997 celebration of
the return of Hong Kong to China."

"I will also sometimes use music from
one cultural tradition to illustrate quali-
ties of a person or situation from a very
different tradition. So I used 12th Cen-
tury Sephardic and Provencal
(Southern France) Jewish community
dramas to explain things about an old
friend Betty Johnson and her family,
who in the 1940s were nationally
known gospel singers from Appalachia.
And I poftrayed Dennis Tito, the recent
"$20 million space vacationer" as a 13th

Century Marco Polo trader figure, using
music of the lands he traveled through
and that reflected the nature of the
ancient and modern journeys."

"How do I prepare a compilation? I
hear a piece of special music that I feel
could lead off a tape - and especially,
that would create a mood of inquiry, as

if an observer stood at the gate, ready
to take you into an only partly familiar
realm. I modify the effect of this first
piece with succeeding different pieces --
adding a Znd, 3'd, and 4th piece to take
the direction of the journey further, by
having opposing moods and textures
concretely represented. At this point,
the character of the tape becomes
clearer, and a strategy for design usu-
ally presents itself. I live with the whole
evolving system and pattern for a while,
and experiment and revise. When I'm
done, I write a playlist and a short es-
say about anything connected with the
music choices and theme. I include per-
sonal material, if appropriate, to show
what the theme and its elements mean
to me, and how I got interested in
them."

"..,The seledions are like beads
on a necklace, and take on
greater value and interest be-
cause they help to make a
unique whole,"

"I genuinely feel that I'm creating art,
not just assembling or programming
music in the usual approach. I clearly
have learned how to select and se-
quence music elements in a creative,
expressive,'literary' way that can move
people, as could a storyteller or a jazz
improviser. I don't distribute the tapes
commercially, because I don't own their
content. Instead, I share them with
friends and acquaintances - my doctor,
my dentist, my hair stylist, mail carrier,
relatives, people from church that I talk
with about jazz and alternative music,
and interesting people that I happen to
meet."

"What has happened to me, and to my
listeners as a result of designing 100
tapes over the course of seven years? I
received a powedul cumulative musical
education through liner notes and
online reviews, in the course of seeking
out and using recordings that fit a par-
ticular music tradition and theme. Im-
portant knowledge also came via dis-
cussion with others who told me about
fherr favorite music and artists."

"Shared music, through homemade cus-
tom-designed tapes and CDs can have

small and large effects. I have seen what
seem like hundreds of examples. For
some people from other cultures, the re-
action has been to feel a great attach-
ment to the tape itself, which becomes a
symbolic bridge to the culture of a former
home (as in the case of a woman I know
who grew up in Afghanistan). Some peo-
ple react by wanting to tell me about
their most special kind of music. The mail
carrier, for example, is Irish and recom-
mends the Chieftains, Van Morrison and
the Wolftones to me, but, he says, I
shouldn't forget the Gypsy Kings and Ca-
jun music. Some people even start doing
their own tape compilation process."

"My most amazing outcome was as a re-
sult of a dialogue I had by e-mail with the
station director of an Estonian radio sta-
tion that I heard one evening (via Inter-
net Radio), (Note - Estonia is a small
European Baltic country.) After a half-
year of radio listening and e-mail dia-
logue, I designed a tape around my im-
pressions of the station's special late-
night alternative program, Fantaasia. The
folks at the Estonian radio station liked it
so well that the CDs I made were broad-
cast on a special edition of the show, and
a newspaper media review entitled "Ihe
Fantasy-Fuelled Man From ManhaXan"
was written about me and this unusual
media happening. The Estonian journalist
wrote how the people at the station and I
collaborated effectively, in spite of the
distance and different backgrounds. I am
now friends with several DJs at the sta-
tion, am slowly learning Estonian and my
wife Carol and I will be visiting Estonia in
2003 as guests of one of the Dls."

"My biggest benefit in being an informal
artist musically and technically in the
compilation field is my growing aware-
ness of the world, through personal ex-
change with many people who love mu-
sic, each of them in a special way. It also
feels as if these tapes/CDs are a kind of
meta-career for me, now. They have
taken on a life of their own, and I feel
that I have a responsibility to be a stew-
ard and loyal advocate for them - talking
with people and always learning, always
discovering about music of different
kinds, about unusual artists, and about
the underlying truths of life."
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PROCESS AND
INFORMAL ART

TRANSFORMATION_-
IN WOUNDED TIMES

Herb Kitzner is a computer scientist
and an informal artist working in the
CD compilation medium (a story
introducing his work as an artist
appears on page 2). One of the
many things he does is technical
writing and documentation work for
large financial and media companies
in New York City. On September
71, 2001, he was on assignment
with Deutsche Bank, which had its
offices in Building 4 of the World
Trade Center. He heard about the
planes crashing into the WTC tow-
ers on 'his way to work, A few
weeks ago, Herb sent us a wonder-
fully moving CD set he had recently
completed about his experiences,
entitled "Atmospheres/WTC Disas-
ter". Text notes from that CD are
printed below the photo on the
right.

TEXT NOTES FOR "ATMOSPHERES/
WTC DISASTER" - by Herb Klitzner

'The above photo is of Building 4 World
Trade Center/ a seven story building
where I used to work. It was perhaps
150 steps away from the South Tower,
pafts of which crashed into Building 4 as

it collapsed. I was not there. I had
voted in the NY primary and was run-
ning a few minutes behind, enough for
my train to be delayed, waiting in a

station 2 or 3 stops away. I got out
from the subway at 9:15, 12 blocks
from the towers, and, with a group of
people on the sidewalk who struggled
to comprehend what was happening,
watched, talked, and listened to the
radio of a nearby truck as the towers
burned for a long time, and finally,
unexpectedly, collapsed."

"This was to have been my second
day on this pafticular work assign-
ment. I had put in my first full day of
work on Monday September 10h and
was returning to finish the process of
getting a Deutsche Bank ID card and a

special World Trade Center ID card.
Suddenly, a WTC ID card ceased to
carry any meaning. Going forward, the

- Continued on page 5
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ATMOSPH E RES / WTC D I SASTER.......... .continued from bock pase
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only meaningful ID here would be a Ground Zero pass.
This was a day of shifting atmospheres."

"Yet, people's lives now became threaded together in
tnousands of newer and more complicated ways. The
most diverse religious service imaginable was held at
Yankee Stadium, with every religious group and subgroup
peforming at least three or four prayers, addresses, and
other religious rites. This, too, like the day of the disaster,
was one of shifting atmospheres."

"The'Atmospheres/WTC Disaster' CD represents a reac-
tion to what my colleagues and I experienced that day,
and also serues as another step in our own healing. As
for my colleagues, they got out of our building at 4 WTC
okay and eventually away, but many things happened to
them along the way. Every day they talk about it in some
way, either to each other or to related colleagues they
haven't seen for a few weeks. At first I couldn't conceive
of doing a CD about the disaster, but once I heard my
colleagues' stories over time, things began to cohere and
simplify."

"A portion of the CD's musical foundation was suggested
by an old musical confidant of mine, who I recently vis-
ited in Minneapoiis. My friend was describing his interesi
in the eight short Humoresque compositions of Dvorak,
and how some of them were influenced by Dvorak's long
visit to America in the 1890s. He said that two other
Dvorak compositions had gained much scholarly attention
and research, concerning the effect of Dvorzak's Ameri-
can stay (the New World Symphony and a string quaftet),
but not these lighter pieces, and that greater attention
and digging were needed. In fact, several were based on
Native American melodies, he said."

"My friend linked the Humoresque piano series as a
'program'to the Bach Well-Tempered Clavier piano series,
24 shoft pieces arranged as a circle of musical key steps
in major and minor, stafting at C and moving up a half
note each time, until they came 'round to B, half a step
under the stafting point C. He said Dvorak's pieces also
formed a kind of exploration of parts of a spectrum. Both
were remarkable in that pieces so close in scale could
have such different atmospheres. That term stuck with
me and I chose it for the title of the CD."

"I decided to design the CD as an exploration of the inner
and outer atmospheres that I and others, especially those
in my work group, had felt that day of September 11, and
how it was slowly healing and transforming into some-
thing else, through time and through talk. It felt natural
to do, because I was just painting a picture of my own
more reflective feelings and associations. What is pre-
sented are some of my reflections and feelings, which
every day were shifting back and forth between a focus
on destruction and an appreciation of life, happening in
both myself and those around me."

"Each person experienced something somewhat different
from each other that day. My own personal experience
was at a distance, but not that far away - away from
things falling and being destroyed immediately around
me, like my colleagues, but not so far away as not to see
first-hand the deterioration in the building and then the
total destruction of what had stood there a minute be-
fore, something I just did not want to accept as happen-
ing."

"Later, thinking back, I realized that, for me, what I was
experiencing was a new meaning of the phrase from the
23'd Psalm - the valley of the siadow of death. I felt no
immediate personal danger, and yet I was completely in
the orbit, in the shadow of influence, of large-scale death
and destruction of part of my community- people and
buildings both. They had shortly before been so close and
were now so far apaft from my life. It was as if a worm-
hole in time and space had opened up."

"Producing this CD set has been a comfort to me, and I
hope to some others."

"Atmosoh e res / WTC Disa ster"
Part 1

[1] The Organ Grinder / Steve Turrg trombone / Lotus Flower (CD) /
PolyGram-Verue (1999)

[2] Humoresque No. 5 / Dvorak / David Golub, piano / Arabesque
(1e98)

[3] One Day, Forever / Benny Golson, saxophone, Shirley Horn, vo-
cals, Mulgrew Miller, piano, Ron Carter, bass, Cad Allen, drums /
Arkadia (2001)
[4] Metropolis / Ferde Grofe / The Modern American Music of Ferde
Grofe / performed by The Beau Hunks (Netherlands) / produced by
Get-Jan Blom / Basta (1998) www,basta.nl
[5] The Nearness of You / Steve Turre, trombone / TNT (Trombone
n'Tenor) / Telarc (2001)

[6] Sad To Say / Benny Golson, saxophone, Shirley Horn, vocals,
Mulgrew Miller, piano, Ron Grter, bass, Carl Allen, drums / Arkadia
(2001)
[7] Humoresque No. 1 / Dvorak / David Golub, piano / Arabesque
(1ee8)
[8] Goodbye / Steve Turre, trombone / Lotus Flower (CD) / Poly-
Gram-Verve (1999)

Part 2

[1] Revelator / Gillian Welch / Time (the Revelator) / Acony (2001)
[2] Cyclic Bit (1960-63) / Raymond Scott
[3] Bach

[4] Bach

[5] April 14th Paft 1 / Gillian Welch / Time (the Revelator) / Acony
(2001)

[6] Bach

[7] Bach

[B] Dear Someone / Gillian Welch

[9] Ruination Day Pat 2 / Gillian Welch

[10] Humoresque No. 4 / Dvorak
[11] Humoresque No. 6 / Dvorak

[12] Bach

[13] Bach

[la] Red Clay Halo / Gillian Welch

[15] The Wing Thing (1963) / Raymond Scott
[16] Fragrance of Perfume / Steve Turre / Lotus Flower (CD)
[17] Humoresque No. 7 / Dvorak


